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Abstract—Full-duplex (FD) wireless is an attractive communication paradigm with high potential for improving network capacity and reducing delay in wireless networks. Despite significant progress on the physical layer development, the challenges associated with developing medium access control (MAC) protocols for heterogeneous networks composed of both legacy half-duplex (HD) and emerging FD devices have not been fully addressed. In [1], we focused on the design and performance evaluation of scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous HD-FD networks and presented the distributed Hybrid-Greedy Maximal Scheduling (H-GMS) algorithm. H-GMS combines the centralized Greedy Maximal Scheduling (GMS) and a distributed queue-based random-access mechanism, and is throughput-optimal. In this paper, we analyze the delay performance of H-GMS by deriving two lower bounds on the average queue length. We also evaluate the fairness and delay performance of H-GMS via extensive simulations. We show that in heterogeneous HD-FD networks, H-GMS achieves 16–30× better delay performance and improves fairness between FD and HD users by up to 50% compared with the fully decentralized Q-CSMA algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Full-duplex (FD) wireless – an emerging wireless communication paradigm in which nodes can simultaneously transmit and receive on the same frequency – has attracted significant attention [2]. Recent work has demonstrated physical layer FD operation [3]–[6], and therefore, the technology has the potential to increase network capacity and improve delay compared to legacy half-duplex (HD) networks. Based on the advances in integrated circuits-based implementations that can be employed in mobile nodes (e.g., [5]–[8]), we envision a gradual but steady replacement of existing HD nodes with the more advanced FD nodes. During this gradual penetration of FD technology, the medium access control (MAC) protocols will need to be carefully redesigned to not only support a heterogeneous network of HD and FD nodes but also to guarantee fairness to the different node types.

Therefore, we focus on the design and performance evaluation of scheduling algorithms for heterogeneous HD-FD networks. Traditionally, three approaches have been used for the design of wireless scheduling algorithms that can guarantee maximum throughput:

• Maximum Weight Scheduling (MWS) [9], which is a centralized policy that schedules non-conflicting links with the maximum total queue length;

• Greedy Maximal Scheduling (GMS) [10], which is a centralized policy that greedily selects the link with the longest queue, disregards all conflicting links, and repeats the process. Typically, GMS has better delay performance than MWS and Q-CSMA. Although GMS is equivalent to MWS in an all-HD network, it is generally not equivalent to MWS and is not throughput-optimal in general topologies.

• Queue-based Random Access Algorithms (e.g., Q-CSMA) [11], [12], which are fully distributed and do not require sharing of the queue length information between the users and the AP. These algorithms have been shown to achieve throughput optimality. However, they generally suffer from excessive queue lengths that lead to long delays.

In [1], we developed the Hybrid-GMS (H-GMS) algorithm, which is a distributed scheduling algorithm that combines the concepts of GMS and Q-CSMA. Essentially, instead of approximating MWS in a decentralized manner (as in traditional Q-CSMA), H-GMS approximates GMS, which is easier to decentralize in the considered HD-FD networks. H-GMS leverages the existence of an AP to resolve the contention among the DL queues, since the AP has explicit information about these queues and can select one of them (e.g., the longest queue). Thus, effectively at most one DL queue needs to perform Q-CSMA in each time slot. On the other hand, since users are unaware of the UL and DL queue states of other users and at the AP, every user needs to perform Q-CSMA in order to share the channel distributively. As shown in [1], [13], H-GMS yields much better delay performance than Q-CSMA while still achieving throughput optimality.

In this paper, we analyze the delay performance of H-GMS in heterogeneous HD-FD networks by deriving two lower bounds on the average queue length: (i) a fundamental lower bound that is independent of the scheduling algorithm, and (ii) a stronger lower bound that takes into account the characteristics of the developed H-GMS. We also evaluate the performance of H-GMS in terms of delay and the fairness between FD and HD users through extensive simulations.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been extensive work dedicated to physical layer FD radio/system design and implementation [2]–[6], [14], and an open-access FD radio design has been integrated with the ORBIT wireless testbed [15]. Recent research also focused
on characterizing and quantifying achievable throughput improvements and rate regions of FD networks with realistic imperfect SIC [16], [17]. However, these papers consider only simple network scenarios consisting of up to two links. Most of the existing MAC layer studies focused on homogeneous networks [18]–[20] considering signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or a specific standard (e.g., IEEE 802.11). Most relevant to our work are [20] and [21] in terms of the applied techniques and network model, respectively. In particular, [20] proposed a Q- CCSMA-based throughput-optimal scheduling algorithm with FD cut-through transmission in all-FD multi-hop networks, where how HD/FD users are affected by FD transmissions is not studied. [21] proposed a MAC protocol for a heterogeneous HD-FD network and analyzed its throughput based on the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function model. To the best of our knowledge, the fairness between users that have different HD/FD capabilities was not considered before.

III. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We consider a single-channel, heterogeneous wireless network consisting of one AP and $N$ users, with a UL and a DL between each user and the AP. The set of users is denoted by $\mathcal{N}$. The AP is FD, while $N_F$ of the users are FD and $N_H = N - N_F$ are HD. Without loss of generality, we index the users by $\{N\} = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ where the first $N_F$ indices correspond to FD users and the remaining $N_H$ indices correspond to HD users. The sets of FD and HD users are denoted by $\mathcal{N}_F$ and $\mathcal{N}_H$, respectively. We consider a collocated network where the users are within the communication range of each other and the AP. The network can be represented by a directed star graph $G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$ with the AP at the center and two links between AP and each user in both directions. Thus, we have $\mathcal{V} = \{\text{AP}\} \cup \mathcal{N}$ (with $|\mathcal{V}| = 1 + N$) and $|\mathcal{E}| = 2N$.

B. Traffic Model, Schedule, and Queues

We assume that time is slotted and packets arrive at all UL and DL queues according to some independent stochastic process. For brevity, we will use superscript $j \in \{u, d\}$ to denote the UL and DL of a user. Let $l^j_i$ denote link $j$ (UL or DL) of user $i$, each of which is associated with a queue $Q^j_i$. We use $A^j_i(t) \leq A_{\text{max}} < \infty$ to denote the number of packets arriving at link $j$ (UL or DL) of user $i$ in slot $t$. The arrival process is assumed to have a well-defined long-term rate of $\lambda^j_i = \lim_{T \to +\infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} A^j_i(t)$. Let $\lambda = [\lambda^u_i, \lambda^d_i]_{i=1}^{N}$ be the arrival rate vector on the ULs and DLs.

All the links are assumed to have capacity of one packet per time slot and the SIC at all the FD-capable nodes is perfect. A schedule at any time slot $t$ is represented by a vector $X(t) = [X^u_i(t), X^d_i(t), \ldots, X^u_N(t), X^d_N(t)] \in \{0, 1\}^{2N}$, where $X^u_i(t)$ (resp. $X^d_i(t)$) is equal to 1 if the UL (resp. DL) of user $i$ is scheduled to transmit in time slot $t$ and $X^u_i = 0$ (resp. $X^d_i = 0$), otherwise. We denote the set of all feasible schedules by $\mathcal{S}$. Let $e_i \in \{0, 1\}^{2N}$ be the $i$th basis vector (i.e., an all-zero vector except the $i$th element being one). Since a pair of UL and DL of the same FD user can be activated at the same time, we have:

$$\mathcal{S} = \{e_i \mid i \in \mathcal{N}\} \cup \{e_i + e_j, \forall i, j \in \mathcal{N}\} \cup \{e_i + e_{i+1} - e_{i} - e_{i+1}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}\}.$$

Choosing $X(t) \in \mathcal{S}$, the queue dynamics are described by:

$$Q^j_{i}(t) = [Q^j_{i}(t) - A^j_{i}(t) - X^j_{i}(t)]^+, \forall t \geq 1,$$

where $[.]^+$ denotes the queue vector, and $1(\cdot)$ denotes the indicator function.

C. Capacity Region and Throughput Optimality

The capacity region of the network is defined as the set of all arrival rate vectors for which there exists a scheduling algorithm that can stabilize the queues. It is known that, in general, the capacity region is the convex hull of all feasible schedules [9]. Therefore, the capacity region of the heterogeneous HD-FD network is given by $A_{\text{HD-FD}} = \text{Co}(\mathcal{S})$, where $\text{Co}(\cdot)$ is the convex hull operator. It is easy to see that this capacity region can be equivalently characterized by the following set of linear constraints:

$$\begin{align*}
A_{\text{HD-FD}} = & \{\lambda \in [0, 1]^{|\mathcal{E}|} : \\
& \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_F} \max\{\lambda^u_i, \lambda^d_i\} + \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_H} (\lambda^u_i + \lambda^d_i) \leq 1\}. \quad (1)
\end{align*}$$

Let a network in which all the users and the AP are only HD-capable be the benchmark all-HD network, whose capacity region is given by $A_{\text{HD}} = \text{Co}(e_1, \ldots, e_N)$, or equivalently

$$A_{\text{HD}} = \{\lambda \in [0, 1]^{|\mathcal{E}|} : \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}_H} (\lambda^u_i + \lambda^d_i) \leq 1\}. \quad (2)$$

A scheduling algorithm is called throughput-optimal if it can keep the network queues stable for all arrival rate vectors $\lambda \in \text{int}(A)$, where $\text{int}(A)$ denotes the interior of $A$. To compare $A_{\text{HD-FD}}$ with $A_{\text{HD}}$ and quantify the network throughput gain when a certain number of HD users become FD-capable, we define the capacity region expansion function $\gamma(\cdot)$ as follows. Given $\lambda_0$ on the Pareto boundary of $A_{\text{HD}}$, the capacity region expansion function at point $\lambda_0$, $\gamma(\lambda_0)$, is defined as

$$\gamma(\lambda_0) = \sup\{\zeta > 0 : \zeta \cdot \lambda_0 \in A_{\text{HD-FD}}\}. \quad (3)$$

$\gamma(\cdot)$ can be interpreted as a function that scales an arrival rate vector on the Pareto boundary of $A_{\text{HD}}$ to a vector on the Pareto boundary of $A_{\text{HD-FD}}$, as $N_F$ users become FD-capable. It is not hard to see that $\gamma : A_{\text{HD}} \to [1, 2]$.

IV. THE HYBRID-GMS (H-GMS) ALGORITHMS

In this section, we briefly describe the H-GMS algorithm presented in [1]. Each slot $t$ is divided into a short control slot and a data slot, where the control slot contains only two control mini-slots. We refer to the first mini-slot as the initialization mini-slot and to the second one as the coordination mini-slot. H-GMS has the following three steps:

1) **Initialization.** By the end of slot $(t - 1)$, the AP knows $X(t - 1)$ since every packet transmission has to be sent from or received by the AP. If $X(t - 1) = 0$ (i.e., idle channel), the AP starts an initialization in slot $t$ using the initialization mini-slot as follows. First, the AP centrally finds the index of the user with the longest DL queue, i.e., $i^{*} = \arg \max_{i \in N} Q_{i}^{d}(t)$. If multiple DLs have equal (largest) queue length, it breaks ties according to some deterministic rule. Then, the AP randomly selects an initiator link $IL(t)$ from the set $IL(t) = \{l^{u}_{1}, \ldots, l^{u}_{N}, l^{d}_{i^{*}}\}$ according to an access probability distribution.

2) **Initialization.** By the end of slot $(t - 1)$, the AP knows $X(t - 1)$ since every packet transmission has to be sent from or received by the AP. If $X(t - 1) = 0$ (i.e., idle channel), the AP starts an initialization in slot $t$ using the initialization mini-slot as follows. First, the AP centrally finds the index of the user with the longest DL queue, i.e., $i^{*} = \arg \max_{i \in N} Q_{i}^{d}(t)$. If multiple DLs have equal (largest) queue length, it breaks ties according to some deterministic rule. Then, the AP randomly selects an initiator link $IL(t)$ from the set $IL(t) = \{l^{u}_{1}, \ldots, l^{u}_{N}, l^{d}_{i^{*}}\}$ according to an access probability distribution.
\( \alpha = [\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N, \alpha_{AP}] \) satisfying: (i) \( \alpha_i > 0, \forall i \in \mathcal{N} \), and \( \alpha_{AP} > 0 \), and (ii) \( \alpha_{AP} = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i \). We refer to \( \alpha_i \) and \( \alpha_{AP} \) as the access probability for user \( i \) and the AP, respectively.

\[
IL(t) = \begin{cases} p_i^t, & \text{with probability } \alpha_i, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, \\ \tilde{p}_{i}^t, & \text{with probability } \alpha_{AP}, \end{cases}
\]

i.e., \( IL(t) \) is either a UL or the DL with the longest queue. If \( X(t-1) \neq 0 \), set \( IL(t) = IL(t-1) \).

(2) Coordination. In the coordination mini-slot, if the DL of user \( i^* \) is selected as the initiator link (IL = \( l_i^* \)), the AP sets \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \) with probability \( p_i^0(t) \). Otherwise, it remains silent. If the AP decides to transmit on DL \( l_i^* \), i.e., \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \), it broadcasts a control packet containing the information of IL(t) and user \( i^* \) sets \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \) if and only if \( i^* \in \mathcal{N}_F \).

If the UL of user \( i \) is selected as the initiator link (IL = \( l_i^* \) for some \( i \in \mathcal{N} \)), the AP broadcasts the information of IL(t) and user \( i \) sets \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \) with probability \( p_i^0(t) \). Otherwise, user \( i \) remains silent. If user \( i \) is FD-capable and decides to transmit (i.e., \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \)), it sends a control packet containing this information to the AP and the AP sets \( X_i^0(t) = 1 \).

The transmission probability of the link is selected depending on its queue size \( Q_i^0(t) \) at the beginning of slot \( t \). Specifically, similar to [11], [12], link \( l_i^* \) chooses logit form

\[
p_i^0(t) = \frac{\exp(f(Q_i^0(t)))}{1 + \exp(f(Q_i^0(t)))}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, \quad \forall j \in \{u, d\},
\]

where \( f(\cdot) \) is a positive increasing function as the weight function. Further, if an FD initiator UL (or DL) decides to stop transmitting (after packet transmission in the last slot), it again sends a short coordination message which stops further packet transmissions at the DL (or UL) or the same FD user.

(3) Data transmission. After steps (1)–(2), if either a pair of FD UL and DL or an HD link (UL or DL) is activated, a packet is sent on the links in the data slot. The initiator link then starts a new coordination in the subsequent control slot which either leads to more packet transmissions or stops further packet transmissions at the links involved in the schedule.

The following theorem on the positive recurrence of the system Markov chain \((X(t), Q(t))\) under H-GMS (throughput optimality of H-GMS) was established and proved in [1], [13].

**Theorem 4.1.** For any arrival rate vector \( \lambda \in \text{int}(\Lambda_{HD-FD}) \), the system Markov chain \((X(t), Q(t))\) is positive recurrent under H-GMS. The weight function \( f(\cdot) \) in (5) can be any non-negative increasing function such that \( \lim_{x \to \infty} f(x)/\log x < 1 \), or \( \lim_{x \to \infty} f(x)/\log x > 1 \) (including \( f(x) = x^\beta \), \( \beta > 0 \)).

We also introduce three variants of the H-GMS algorithm, which differ only in Step 1 of H-GMS.

- **H-GMS**: The AP selects the longest DL.
- **H-GMS-R**: The AP selects a DL uniformly at random, i.e., \( i^* \sim \text{Unif}(1, \ldots, N) \) (step 1 of H-GMS).
- **H-GMS-E**: Exactly the same as H-GMS except for the access probability being set according to:

\[
\tilde{\alpha}_i \propto \max\{\tilde{Q}_i^0/\sum_{i'=1}^{N} \tilde{Q}_{i'}^0, Q_i^0(0), \alpha_{th}\}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N},
\]

\[
\tilde{\alpha}_{AP} \propto \max\{\tilde{Q}_{AP}^0/\sum_{i'=1}^{N} \tilde{Q}_{i'}^0, Q_{AP}^0(0), \alpha_{th}\},
\]

where \( Q_i^0 \) is an estimate of UL queue length of user \( i \). Specifically, when a user transmits on the UL, it includes its queue length in the packet and the AP updates \( Q_i^0 \) using the most recently received packet. The minimum access probability \( \alpha_{th} > 0 \) has been introduced to ensure that each link is selected with a non-zero probability. Otherwise, an HD UL \( l_i^0 (\forall i \in \mathcal{N}_H) \) with a zero queue-length estimate would never be selected by the AP (i.e., \( Q_i^0 = 0 \) and thus \( \tilde{\alpha}_i = 0 \)), and the AP would never receive any updated information of \( Q_i^0 \) since \( \tilde{\alpha}_i \) would remain zero. Then, \( \alpha = [\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N, \alpha_{AP}] \) is obtained after normalization, i.e.,

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{\alpha_i}{\sum_{i'=1}^{N} \alpha_{i'}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, \quad \alpha_{AP} = \frac{\alpha_{AP}}{\sum_{i'=1}^{N} \alpha_{i'} + \alpha_{AP}},
\]

**V. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH**

In this section, we analyze the delay performance of H-GMS in terms of the average queue length in order to provide a benchmark for the performance evaluation in Section VI. We adopt the following notation. Given a set of links \( \mathcal{L} \), we use \( \lambda_i = \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}} \lambda_l(i) \) to denote the sum of arrival rates, and use \( Q_i = \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}} E[Q_l(i)] \) to denote the expected sum of queue lengths of \( \mathcal{L} \) in steady state. The average queue length in a given heterogeneous HD-FD network, \( (\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{E}) \), is defined by

\[
\mathcal{Q} = \sum_{l \in \mathcal{E}} E[Q_l(i)]/|\mathcal{E}| = Q_i/(2N).
\]

We divide \( \mathcal{E} \) into two disjoint sets \( \mathcal{E} = \mathcal{E}_{\max} \cup \mathcal{E}_{\min} \):

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\max} = \{l_i^0 : \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_P \text{ if } \lambda_i^0 \geq \lambda_i^d \} \cup \{l_{AP}^0 : \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_H \},
\]

\[
\mathcal{E}_{\min} = \{l_i^0 : \forall i \in \mathcal{N}_P \text{ if } \lambda_i^0 < \lambda_i^d \},
\]

where \( \{j\} = \{u, d\} \setminus \{i, j\} \) and we break ties uniformly at random if \( \lambda_i^0 \neq \lambda_i^d \) for \( i \in \mathcal{N}_P \). Essentially, \( \mathcal{E}_{\max} \) includes the UL and DL of each HD user, and the higher arrival rate link (UL or DL) of each FD user. As a result, \( \lambda_{\max} \) approaches 1 as \( \lambda \) approaches the boundary of \( \Lambda_{HD-FD} \). Our main results on the lower bounds on the average queue length are summarized in the following two propositions, whose proofs are in [13].

**Proposition 5.1** (A fundamental lower bound). The average queue length in the considered heterogeneous HD-FD networks is lower bounded by \( \mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}} \) which is given by

\[
\mathcal{Q} \geq \mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}} := \mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}}/2N,
\]

where \( \mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}} \) is given by [22, Proposition 4.1]

\[
\mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}} := \frac{\lambda_i + \text{Var}[A_l] - \lambda_i \lambda_{\max}}{2(1 - \lambda_{\max})}.
\]

**Proposition 5.2** (An improved lower bound). Let \( p^{-1}(\cdot) \) be the inverse of the transmission probability \( p(\cdot) \) given by (5). Let \( \lambda_{\min} = \min_{i \in \mathcal{N}} \{\lambda_i^0, \lambda_i^d\} \) be the minimum link arrival rate and \( \alpha_{max} = \max\{\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N, \alpha_{AP}\} \) be the maximum access probability. The average queue length under H-GMS and H-GMS-R is lower bounded by \( \mathcal{Q}_{H-GMS} \) given by

\[
\mathcal{Q} \geq \mathcal{Q}_{\text{H-GMS}} := \max\left\{ \mathcal{Q}_{\text{Fund}}, \left(1 - \frac{N_P}{2N}\right) p^{-1}\left(\frac{\lambda_{\min}/\alpha_{max}}{1 - \lambda_{\max} + \lambda_{\min}/\alpha_{max}}\right) \right\}.
\]

**VI. SIMULATION RESULTS**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of different scheduling algorithms in heterogeneous HD-FD networks via
Fig. 1 shows that all the considered algorithms are throughput-optimal – they stabilize all network queues. The fully-centralized MWS and GMS have the best delay performance but require high-complexity implementations. Among distributed algorithms, Q-CSMA [12] has the worst delay performance due to the high contention intensity introduced by a total of $2N$ contending links. By “consolidating” the $N$ DLs into one DL that participates in channel contention, H-GMS-R, H-GMS, and H-GMS-E achieve at least $9-16 \times$, $16-30 \times$, and $25-50 \times$ better delay performance than Q-CSMA, respectively, under different traffic intensities $\rho$. In particular, H-GMS and H-GMS-E have similar delay performance which is better than for H-GMS-R, since the AP leverages its central information to always select the longest queue DL for channel contention. However, H-GMS and H-GMS-E provide different fairness among FD and HD users due to the choice of access probability distribution $\alpha$ (that is constant for the former and depends on the queue-length estimates for the latter).

Fig. 1 also plots both the fundamental and improved lower bounds on the average queue length, $Q_{\text{Fund \, LB}}$ and $Q_{\text{H-GMS \, LB}}$, given by (7) and (8), respectively. As Fig. 1 suggests, the average queue lengths obtained by MWS and GMS are very close to $Q_{\text{Fund \, LB}}$ (they indeed match perfectly in the all-HD network). However, in heterogeneous HD-FD networks, $Q_{\text{H-GMS \, LB}}$ provides a much tighter lower bound on the average queue length achieved by H-GMS, especially with high traffic intensities.

- **Fairness between FD and HD users.** Our next focus is on the fairness performance of H-GMS. Here, we define fairness between FD and HD users as the ratio between the average queue length of FD and HD users. We use this notion since, intuitively, if an FD user experiences lower average delay (i.e., queue length) than an HD user, then introducing FD capability to the network will imbalance the service rate both users get.

We first evaluate the fairness under different distributed algorithms with equal arrival rates at each link. Fig. 2 plots the fairness between FD and HD users in an HD-FD network with $N_F = N_H = 5$ and varying traffic intensity, $\rho$. It can be observed that H-GMS-R has the worst fairness performance since the DL participating in the channel contention is selected uniformly at random by the AP. With low or moderate traffic intensity, Q-CSMA and H-GMS achieve similar fairness of about 0.5. This is because under equal arrival rates, FD queues are about half the length of the HD queues since they are being served about twice as often (i.e., an FD bi-directional
transmission can be activated by either the FD UL or DL due to the FD PHY capability). With high traffic intensity, both H-GMS and H-GMS-E have increased fairness performance since the longest DL queue will be served more often due to the central DL queue information at the AP. Furthermore, H-GMS-E outperforms H-GMS since, under H-GMS-E, the AP not only has explicit information of all the DL queues, but also has estimated UL queue lengths that can be used to better assign the access probability distribution $\alpha$.

We also evaluate the fairness with different arrival rates between FD and HD users. Denote by $\sigma$ the ratio between FD and HD link arrival rates, resulting in $v_f = \sigma/(\sigma N_F + 2 N_H)$ and $v_h = 1/(\sigma N_F + 2 N_H)$. Fig. 3 plots the fairness between FD and HD users with varying $\sigma$ under moderate ($\rho = 0.8$) and high ($\rho = 0.95$) traffic intensities. It can be observed that as the packet arrival rate at FD users increases, the FD and HD queue lengths are better balanced. When $\sigma = 2$, FD and HD users have almost the same average queue length since the FD queues are served twice as often as the HD queues under Q-CSMA, H-GMS, and H-GMS-E. It is interesting to note that the fairness under Q-CSMA and H-GMS is almost a linear function with respect to the arrival rate ratio, $\sigma$. This is intuitive since, as the FD queues are served about twice as often as the HD queues, increased arrival rates will result in longer queue lengths at the FD users. Moreover, since the FD and HD queues have about the same queue length when $\sigma$ approaches 2, H-GMS-E does not further improve the fairness since the generated $\alpha$ is approximately a uniform distribution.

VII. CONCLUSION

In [1], we presented H-GMS, a distributed scheduling algorithm designed for heterogeneous HD-FD networks while achieving throughput optimality. In this paper, we analyzed the delay performance of H-GMS by deriving two lower bounds on the average queue length. Then, via extensive simulations, we evaluated the delay and fairness performance of H-GMS in HD-FD networks with various settings.
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